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Mysteries of submesoscale stirring

‣ T/S exhibit high 3D submesoscale 
variance, but compensate in their effect 
on density 	


‣ Dye spreading experiments imply 
submesoscale isopycnal diffusivity κ ~ 
O(1) m2/s	


‣ [Tracers show wavenumber power 
spectra with power law k-1to -2, at all 
depths]	


‣ What stirring mechanisms are at work?
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Observed everywhere:

(2012) ran numerical simulations of the global oceans that
resolved both geostrophic eddies and low-mode tides.
They found that in regions of low-mesoscale and high-tidal
activity, superinertial variability dominates the kinetic
energy spectra from scales of a few kilometers to 100km
and larger. Using model output provided by Richman
et al., we find that internal tides do indeed dominate the
kinetic energy at scales on the order of 100km in the re-
gion under consideration here. Richman et al. (2012) also
found that the peaks due to internal tides are considerably
broadened, which, together with the superposition with
subinertial energy, could explain why no distinct peaks are
apparent in the observed spectra.
If internal tides dominate at these large scales, the finite

sampling speed is problematic and temporal variations of
tidal motions alias into the wavenumber spectra. This
prevents a straightforward comparison of model results
and observations. More work is required to understand
how internal tides project onto spatial scales.
To assess whether geostrophic turbulence is simply

masked by unbalanced flow in the energy spectra, we now
turn to an analysis of temperature spectra along isopycnals.
Temperature fluctuations along isopycnals are fully com-
pensated by salinity and thus behave like a passive tracer
(e.g., Ferrari and Rudnick 2000; Smith and Ferrari 2009).
These spectra allow inferences about the balanced part of
the flow because stirring by internal waves, including in-
ternal tides, is essentially filtered out along isopycnals: only
the along-isopycnal part of internal-wavemotion displaces
the weak horizontal temperature gradient.

We calculate temperature spectra along different
isopycnals from the CTD tow along the 25.50 kgm23

isopycnal and by interpolating temperature from the
sawtooth profile onto isopycnals. The tracer spectra
along the different isopycnals, which have a depth range
of about 130–250m, all have very similar variance levels
and have slopes close to 22, so there is no change with
depth (Fig. 7). Recent observations with gliders in a nearby
region confirm this finding: the slopes of passive-tracer
spectra remain close to22 down to 800-m depth (Cole and
Rudnick 2012). The slopes are again inconsistent with the
vertical decay of surface-QGmodes.Onewould expect that
passive-tracer spectra transition, as one moves deeper into
the thermocline, from the surface-QG surface spectrum to
a flatter Batchelor spectrum at small scales, either because
of interior-QG turbulenceor nonlocal stirring by large-scale
modes (cf., Scott 2006). Given the spectra estimated in the
appendix, this transition should be well resolved by the
observations, but is not observed. Flows associated with
frontal dynamics, as described by semigeostrophy, have
a less rapid vertical decay than surface-QG flows and gen-
erate 22 spectral slopes (Hoskins and Bretherton 1972;
Badin 2012). This may help explain the vertical structure of
the tracer spectra, but further study is needed to clarifywhat
spectra frontal dynamics produce at different depths.
Another possible explanation for the failure of

geostrophic-turbulence theories is that the assumption
of a submesoscale inertial range is violated. Tulloch et al.
(2011) suggested that baroclinic instability can inject energy
and enstrophy throughout the submesoscale range. They
performed a linear stability analysis in the subtropical
North Pacific and found that there are submesoscale in-
stabilities, in contrast to strong baroclinic current regions,
where instabilities are confined to the mesoscale. The
reason for the different instability regimes are the dif-
ferent PV gradient structures. There is a deep reversal of
PV gradients in strong baroclinic currents, which induces
a Phillips-type instability (Phillips 1954). In quiescent
gyres, on the other hand, the instability is more Charney-
like, with a surface-buoyancy gradient interacting with an
interior-PV gradient, which allows for the growth of
small-scale Charney modes (Charney 1947; Tulloch and
Smith 2009; Roullet et al. 2012). Capet et al. (2008a)
performed high-resolution primitive equation simula-
tions that exhibit submesoscale instabilities. The kinetic
and potential energy spectra in these simulations transi-
tion from k22

h near the surface to k23
h at depth, while the

spectrum of temperature remains k22
h . This indicates

that subinertial flows with submesoscale instabilities
are capable of producing tracer spectra similar to the ones
observed, but again, the mechanisms require further study.
A further possibility is that vertical shear enhances

vertical diffusion, which can then act on relatively large

FIG. 7. Subtropical North Pacific temperature spectra along
isopycnals interpolated from the sawtooth profile (25.00, 25.25,
25.75, and 26.00 kgm23) and from the isopycnal tow (25.50 kgm23).
Lines with slopes 21 and 22 are given for reference (gray solid
lines). The shadings show 95% confidence intervals.
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Outline

!

1. Generation of compensated submesoscale T-S variance 
by mesoscale stirring as predicted by Klein, Treguier & 
Hua ’98 [w/ R. Ferrari & J. Taylor]	


2.  Internal waves themselves can disperse tracers (!)       
[w/ J. Early]
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North Atlantic Tracer Release Experiment

‣ HRP survey on 400 km2 grid:         
127 T/S/shear profiles (0-4000m)	


‣ Moored current array:  (200-3500m)
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NATRE data set

North Atlantic Tracer Release Experiment data set

• High Resolution Profiler provided 127 vertical profiles of T, S, and 

shear (0-4000m depth)

• Moored current meters provided U, V velocities for one year (200 − 

3500m depth)

NATRE and SFTRE experiments

FIGURES 42

Fig. 2. Column integrated tracer concentrations from NATRE. Injection streaks are shown as

short heavy lines near 26� N, 28� W. Closed contours define a smoothed map of the patch at the

initial (two week) survey. The sinuous features to the west and south-west define tracer filaments

encountered during the 6 month survey. CM marks the location of the Subduction Experiment

central mooring. (Figure courtesy of Jim Ledwell, permission to be obtained from Nature, vol.

364, p. 701, copyright 1993 MacMillan Magazines Ltd.)
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‣ SF6 patch released at 300m, 
surveyed over next 30 months
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T-S Profiles in NATRE 5

T-S relationship is tight 
in thermocline

At Med Salt Tongue level, 
large T-S fluctuations

Thermohaline fluctations have little signature on density:  
compensated fronts of 1-5km in horizontal,  10-100m in vertical.	


 => Stirring along isopycnals will effectively stir tracers inclined to 
isopycnals, not density (Klein, Treguier and Hua 1998)

Vertical mixing by internal wave breaking 	

or double diffusion?or stirring along isopycnals?
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Three-dimensional stirring of thermohaline fronts

by Patrice Klein1, Anne-Marie Treguier1 and Bach Lien Hua1

ABSTRACT

This study investigates the stirring of the thermohaline anomalies in a fully turbulent quasi-

geostrophic stratiLed Mow. Temperature and salinity Lelds are permanently forced at large scales and

are related to density by a linear equation of state. We show, using some inherent properties of

quasi-geostrophicturbulence, that the 3-D ageostrophiccirculation is the key dynamical characteris-

tic that governs the strength and the spatial distribution of small-scale thermohaline fronts that are

strongly density compensated. The numerical simulations well illustrate the formation by the

mesoscale eddy Leld of sharp thermohaline fronts that are mainly located in the saddle regions and

around the eddy cores and have a weak signature on the density Leld. One important aspect revealed

by the numerical results is that the thermohaline anomalies experience not only a direct horizontal

cascade but also a signiLcant vertical cascade. One consequence of this 3-D cascade is that the

ultimate mixing of the thermohaline anomalies will not be necessarily maximum at the depth where

the large-scale temperature and salinity anomalies are maximum. Some analytical arguments allow

us to identify some of the mechanisms that drive this 3-D cascade.

1. Introduction
Experimental data display abundant examples of small-scale thermohaline features, of a

few kilometers, characterized by a strong density compensation between temperature and

salinity gradients (see for example: Roden, 1977; Arhan, 1990; Yuan and Talley, 1992;

Arhan and King, 1995; Park and Gamberoni, 1997). One explanation of these observations

is that the large-scale thermohaline anomalies are broken up by the mesoscale eddies,

yielding strong small-scale thermohaline fronts on which diffusive processes are active and

efficient. A detailed understanding of the production and spatial distribution of these

thermohaline fronts is important to better assess the order of magnitude of the mixing of the

thermohaline anomalies.

Chen and Young (1995) have proposed a convincing explanation for the appearance of

compensated thermohaline fronts within the mixed layer that is based on a combination of

the horizontal mesoscale stirring processes with a nonlinear parameterization of the

diffusion coefficient. For the ocean interior where the diffusion is quite small, a heuristic

and qualitative argument, proposed by MacVean and Woods (1980) for a speciLc situation

which involves a region of normal strain rate, is often invoked to explain the larger strength

of the thermohaline fronts when compared to the density fronts. This argument, which is

1. Laboratorie de Physique des Océans, IFREMER, 29280 Plouzané, France.

Journal of Marine Research, 56, 589–612, 1998
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Temperature variance budget in NATRE 7

Where large scale lateral gradients are present, mesoscale 
stirring generates variance.

+

Mesoscale

Med Salt level (lateral gradients present)

�⇥T · u �T �

Mean

Turbulence Dissipation

Central waters (weak lateral gradients)
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Temperature variance budget in NATRE 8

Ferrari and 
Polzin (2005)
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QG modeling

‣ QG simulation on 10002 km domain, 1 km resolution, with 
80 vertical levels of 35-120m	


‣ Mean T/S from HRP;  density from nonlinear EOS; spice 
from linear EOS applied at Med Salt Tongue level; mean 
velocity from moored array
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Lateral structure 10
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‣ Spectra:  Tracer ~ K-1, density ~ K-5	


‣ T, S passive tracers => filamentation 
compensated in effect on density	


‣ Interior:  little density gradient, ample  
tracer variance along isopycnals Dens & Spice spectra
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Vertical structure 11
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‣ 3D cascade => ample strain and shear at 
submesoscales	


‣ Shear/Strain ~ N/f (independent of scale)	


‣ Tracer (T & S) filaments are 3D, with 
aspect ratios following shear/strain ~N/f

the right panel follows a 21 power law (the thin solid
line has a 21 slope for comparison), also consistent
with isotropy. Notice that the spectra become very
noisy at the largest vertical wavenumbers. This hap-
pens because there is no dissipation on vertical motions
and because the finite-difference computation of the
high-vertical modes for the nonconstant stratification
are inaccurate.
The same two diagnostics used in Fig. 11 for the tracer

spectrum are shown for the total energy m2jĉk‘lj
2 (non-

dimensionalized by the square of the maximum zonal
speed U0 5 0.012 m s21) in Fig. 12. The solid line in the
right panel has a slope of 23, showing that the total en-
ergy has the slope predicted by Charney’s (1971) theory
for the forward cascade of potential enstrophy (see also
McWilliams 1989). The spectrum peaks strongly at low
horizontal and vertical wavenumbers, especially at the
first baroclinic mode, consistent with geostrophic tur-
bulence in the presence of surface-intensified stratifica-
tion (Fu and Flierl 1980; Smith and Vallis 2001). The
peak defines the scale and energy of the large, bar-
oclinic eddies that stir the tracer. The low modes,
however, dominate only in the spectra of energy; the
potential enstrophy and tracer, in contrast, have a great
deal of variance at high wavenumbers and exhibit
three-dimensional isotropy in the vertically stretched
coordinate space (the tracer shown in Fig. 11 and the
potential enstrophy spectrum follow immediately from
multiplication of the energy by m2).

b. The effect of eddy velocity structure on the
tracer filaments

A second view of the three-dimensionally stirred
tracer arises from the analysis of Haynes and Anglade
(1997), who considered the evolution of a tracer under
the action of kinematic horizontal strain and vertical
shear, with applications to stratospheric mixing. Haynes
andAnglade explored the effects of both a steady, linear
strain and shear, and a random-straining model. The
core result follows from the evolution of a tracer blob
under the action of a steady velocity field with strain and
shear—that is, u5 (sx,2sy1Lz, 0). The development
of tracer gradients in such a flow can be easily computed,
as illustrated in appendix C. At long time scales, the
squared aspect ratio (inverse slope) of the tracer obey-
ing this solution is

a2 [
j›zfj

2

$fj j2
;

L2

s2
.

In other words, the aspect ratio of tracer filaments fol-
lows the aspect ratio of the velocity field. Haynes and
Anglade (1997) make additional, more general argu-
ments, based on a more complex range of assumptions
about the velocity field (i.e., a random-straining model
with assumptions about the decorrelation times of
the strain and shear), but the core prediction does not
change much.

FIG. 10. (left) Horizontal and (right) vertical slices of the salinity field from a subregion of the
central simulation. The dashed black line in each panel indicates the slice position of the other
panel. The white contours in the vertical slice are the model total (mean1 eddy) density levels,
and the white line is a reference line with slope f/N, withN5N (1100m), the level where the line
is centered. The line is situated next to a filament of salinity, demonstrating its slope. Such
filaments are easily found in any snapshot slice.
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Tracer and Velocity Aspect Ratios 13
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Observational support 14

Slope=f/N

Seismic 
observations of 
temperature 	

(Nandi et al 04)

 47 

 824 
 825 
Fig. 10. Slope of a passive tracer. a) The first 500 km of a section of isopycnal temperature 826 
fluctuations on depth surfaces. Isopycnal temperature is interpolated to depth surfaces using 827 
isopycnal depth mapped with a 30 km lengthscale (white lines correspond to mapped depths of 828 
the 25.0, 26.0 and 27.0 kg m-3 density surfaces). Submesoscale fluctuations are considered by 829 
removing this field mapped with a 30 km lengthscale. Black lines at 350 km show %z/%x = f/N 830 
for a 6 km horizontal difference at four different depths. b-c) Joint PDFs of the meridional and 831 
vertical gradients of isopycnal temperature fluctuations on depth surfaces over all sections. The 832 
joint PDFs are for b) 0.8x10-2 < f/N < 1.0x10-2 and c) 1.7x10-2 < f/N < 2.0x10-2. Lines show the 833 
local ratio of f/N (black dashed) and f 2N  (gray dash-dotted). 834 

Slope f/N

2.5 years glider 
data along 
central Pacific 
track (Cole & 
Rudnick 12)



Conclusions - Part I

‣ Mesoscale stirring produces T-S intrusions consistent 
with those found in NATRE	


‣ Variance production by mesoscale stirring sufficient to 
explain measured turbulent dissipation at MST level	


‣ Vertical diffusion can set observed tracer filament 
widths:  Eddy stirring linked to small-scale turbulence	


‣ W/ J. Taylor:  identical 3D periodic QG and 
Boussinesq simulations show mesoscale controls 
stirring, even at high Ro, when Bous model forms k-5/3 
submesoscale energy spectrum 
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Balanced initial BC unstable states 16
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Energy spectra and fluxes 17
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But tracer spectrum has -1 slope in both cases! 18
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Tracer stirring by mean gradient 19
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The “Scalable Lateral Mixing and 
Coherent Turbulence” Directed 

Research Initiative (ONR)
Observation (mostly) 

Eric D'Asaro (APL/Seattle), Lou Goodman (UMass),  Jody Klymak (UVic), 	

Eric Kunze (APL), Jim Ledwell (WHOI), Craig Lee (APL), Murray Levine (OSU), 
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Modeling/Theory (mostly) 
Raffaele Ferrari (MIT), Ramsey Harcourt (APL), Pascale Lelong (NRWA),  	


Amala Mahadevan (WHOI), Jim McWilliams (UCLA), Jeroen Molemaker (UCLA), 	

Tamay Ozgokmen (RSMAS), Roger Samelson (OSU), Eric Skyllingstad (OSU), 	
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Evolution of the DRI 21

Timeline 
!
May 2008:      Initial planning meeting	

Jan 2009:       ONR funding began	

June 2010:      Virtual experiment	

Aug 2010:      Test cruise (Cape Hatteras)	

June 2011:      Summer experiment (Cape Hatteras)	

Mar 2012:      Winter experiment	

!
DRI Objective:  Develop a combined modeling and 
observational program to investigate the mechanism that 
control transport and mixing at lateral scales of 
100m-10km.  



Hypothesis-driven plan 22

ONR insisted that the group develop a set of competing hypotheses that 
would serve as a basis for all future planning.  Initial meetings led to:

1. Inhomogeneous IW mixing creates 
PV anomalies that are responsible for 
significant isopycnal mixing.	

!
!
2. Mesoscale straining leads to a 
cascade of tracer and PV variance, and 
submesoscale isopycnal mixing.	

!
!
3. Unbalanced submesoscale 
instabilities feed a forward cascade of 
energy, scalar and PV variance, leading 
to isopycnal and diapycnal mixing.

examine one possibility, stirring by small-scale geo-
strophic motions caused by patches of mixed fluid ad-
justing in the aftermath of diapycnal mixing events. The
proposed mechanism relies on the fact that vertical
mixing in the ocean is not uniform in space and time.
Rather, it is episodic, resulting from isolated events due
to breaking internal waves (Fig. 1). Motions driven by
local baroclinicity associated with mixed patches lead to
the horizontal adjustment and thus displacement of re-
gions of well-mixed fluid. The random superposition of
these mixing events leads to an effective isopycnal dif-
fusivity.

a. Overview of basic mechanism

The first evidence that turbulence in the oceanic
thermocline occurs in intermittent local patches was ob-
tained off the west coast of Vancouver Island by Grant
et al. (1968) using temperature and velocity microstruc-
ture probes mounted on the bow of a submarine. Their
observations showed patches of turbulence ranging
from 30 to 170 m in horizontal scale. (Precise vertical
scales of patches could not be obtained due to the lim-
ited number of probes used.) Such regions of high mix-
ing can be expected to occur as the result of fluctuating
vertical shears caused by internal and inertial gravity
waves. As envisioned by Phillips (1966) and by Garrett
and Munk (1972), local shear instabilities are produced
when the shear exceeds a critical value set by a Rich-
ardson number criterion. A random superposition of
waves causes these instabilities to occur episodically in
both space and time. This type of behavior was ob-
served, for example, in the summer thermocline of the

Mediterranean Sea by Woods (1968), who used divers
to photograph dye streaks during internal wave break-
ing events.

As a result of episodic mixing, localized regions of
reduced stratification are generated preferentially in re-
gions of enhanced mixing, as described in detail by
Woods and Wiley (1972) in their discussion of “billow
turbulence.” Horizontal pressure gradients associated
with these stratification anomalies cause the well-mixed
regions to move laterally, either geostrophically or not,
to form “blini,” or pancakes (Phillips 1966; Fig. 1). The
types of motions that will occur will depend on the
vertical and horizontal scales of the events, and the
intensity and duration of the mixing, since these scales
ultimately set the scales of the adjustment. If the ad-
justment time scale is long enough, the motion will
become largely geostrophic, and the process is appro-
priately called geostrophic adjustment; the resulting
balanced motions are sometimes referred to as semi-
permanent finestructure, or the vortical mode (e.g.,
Kunze 2001). If the time scale is short, rotation is not
important and the motion will be mostly a slumping in
the direction opposing the pressure gradient; a process
we will refer to as “relaxation” since it tends directly
toward a barotropic state. If a patch is thin, friction will
play an important role in the response from the start
and will limit the motion. Regardless of the dominant
force balance, we shall use the general term “adjust-
ment” to encompass all of the various motions resulting
from the baroclinicity set up by a mixing event.

In all of the above cases, fluid in the weakly stratified
patches will move along isopycnals relative to the sur-

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of proposed mechanism of lateral dispersion showing mixing that is
episodic in space and time. Horizontal lines represent isopycnals, with lenses of well-mixed
fluid superimposed. (b) A single mixing event and (c) the ensuing lateral spreading as the
stratification adjusts back to its original level. [Reprinted with permission from Sundermeyer
and Ledwell (2001), copyright by the American Geophysical Union.]
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Figure 17. A local region with submesoscale frontal instability in BOUS (z = 0.96, Ror = 0.5,
Reeff = 6600). The format is the same as in Fig. 16.

undergoing active frontogenesis (Hoskins and Bretherton 1972). A buoyancy gradient
that is being strengthened through the influence of a larger scale straining field under-
goes geostrophic adjustment by means of a restratifying secondary flow, comprised of
upwelling (downwelling) on the more (less) buoyant side of the front. This circulation
is clearly evident in Fig. 16 in vertical velocity w with significant unbalance in εgw. In
general the flow is almost perfectly in hydrostatic balance except for a small part of the
front.

Figure 17 is an analogous depiction for another frontal region that is actively unstable
as evidenced by the abundance of small-scale features. This instability limits the degree
to which the front may be further sharpened by a larger-scale straining field. This small
scale frontal instability enhances both vertical and horizontal mixing (Sec. 5.2). The
small-scale motions exhibit significant gradient-wind and hydrostatic unbalance.

During spin-down (Sec. 3), the solutions have similar spatial patterns and degrees of
unbalance. In the late stages of spin-down (e.g., Fig. 2), the solutions are in nearly perfect
gradient-wind and hydrostatic balance. This is a result of a cessation of active generation
of new fluctuations and the completed dissipation of all unbalanced motions.
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Two focus areas 23

I. “Open Ocean”	

(shallow ML, moderate EKE)

II. “Frontal”	

(deep ML, strong front)

Open Ocean Site: Site 1 

Many of the hypotheses stated earlier apply to an open ocean site, in particular, the primary hypotheses 1, 
2, and 3.  A site and season should be chosen with the above scientific goals as well as practical 
considerations in mind.  Almost any site with a well developed eddy field will suffice, so practical and 
technical constraints will help determine the final choice.  Once a site is chosen, the external parameters 
appropriate for the site can be built into numerical process models designed to examine the hypotheses to 
be tested.  These models will be used to guide and to interpret the experiments.  It is likely that different 
models will be needed for the different hypotheses. 

A patch of water about 200 km across, accessible by ship and aircraft, most likely from an island, will be 
chosen.  A field campaign of 3 to 4 weeks duration, in the second year of the DRI, would be mounted at 
this site.  The overall site, at 200-km scale should be characterized with satellite observations, and 
possibly with aerial and ship surveys and/or AUVs.  Study sites, on the order of 10 km across, will be 
chosen within the general area for testing of the hypotheses.  Intensive surveys with towed instruments 
and/or AUVs of the velocity, spice, density, and turbulence fields of the study site would be made to span 
scales of 1 m M 1 km.  A series of dye releases would then be done within the study site to examine the 
actual lateral mixing events at scales of 10 m M 10 km, and to estimate mixing parameters such as 
diffusivities and Lyapunov coefficients.  Measurements of the velocity, density, internal wave, and 
turbulence fields, as well as the dye field, would continue during these dye experiments.  The 
measurement program should be designed with guidance from the numerical process studies such that 
together with theory, they can adequately test the various hypotheses for the dynamics of lateral mixing.   

Processes at scales of 10 m M 10 km are expected to unfold rapidly.  Their study will benefit from recently 
developed tools to obtain rapid and high resolution surveys.  These tools include gliders, self-propelled 
AUVs and towed instruments equipped to measure turbulent dissipation rates as well as standard 
hydrography and optical properties, profiling floats that can measure currents and possibly turbulence as 
well as hydrography at fine scales, and airborne LIDAR, which can rapidly survey a dye patch.  
Appropriate use should be made of satellite data on sea surface height, sea surface temperature and upper 
ocean chlorophyll fluorescence. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Sea surface 
chlorophyll distribution derived 
from sea surface color in the 
western Sargasso Sea on May 
27, 2007 showing generic open 
ocean conditions that could be 
used to test hypotheses 1-3. 
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Figure 1 shows the effect of an eddy field on the surface chlorophyll distribution in a region of the 
western Sargasso Sea on May 27, 2007.  This site is not near enough to an airport to be a possible 
candidate for the study, but it is useful as an illustration of how a campaign might be planned around such 
an image.  Site A in the figure, within an anticyclonic eddy, would be a good study site to test hypotheses 
1, and possibly hypothesis 3.  Site B, along a front between eddies, would be a good site to examine 
hypotheses 2 and 3, involving mesoscale strain and submesoscale instabilities.  Note the elevated 
chlorophyll concentrations and the cusps in the chlorophyll isopleths which suggest instabilities of the 
front at scales of 10 to 30 km.   

Frontal Site: Site 2 

A second study site focused on addressing primary hypotheses 2 and 3 will be chosen for the third year of 
the DRI.  Again, a field campaign a 3 to 4 weeks in duration is envisioned. The primary focus of this field 
effort is to investigate how submesoscale instabilities at fronts result in cross-frontal transport, through 
both isopycnal and diapycnal mixing and enhanced energy dissipation.  Near-zero or negative PV is the 
primary marker of this process.  A key point regarding this field site is that very strong gradients and 
submesoscale instabilities abound, and in fact dominate, compared to the generic open ocean conditions 
of field site 1.   

A number of criteria for field site 2 are pre-requisite.  There must be a high probability of finding a 
sufficiently strong front.  The site must be deep enough and far enough from the coast so that both the 
surface frontal instabilities and the resulting deep, cross-frontal transports occur.  Fronts at the location 
must be strong enough to so that PV approaches zero or becomes negative. Internal waves must be 
sufficiently weak, particularly internal tide and inertial oscillations, to minimize contamination of the 
submesoscale frontal signal. There must be a strong cross-frontal spice gradient to provide a natural 
isopycnal tracer.  There must be a mixed layer deep enough for submesoscale features to reliably form. 
There must be sufficient atmospheric forcing to maintain mixed layer and provide upfront and down-front 
wind orientation.   

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Schematic of 
possible  sampling 
strategies for field site 2 
superimposed on a 
simulation of a 
submesoscale frontal 
instability (from Thomas, 
2007).  Potential 
experimental elements 
are described in the text. 
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Figure 1: Sea surface chlorophyll distribution 
derived from sea surface color in the western 
Sargasso Sea on May 27, 2007 showing generic 
open ocean conditions that could be used to test 
hypotheses 1-3.

Figure 2: Schematic of possible sampling 
strategies for field site 2 superimposed on a 
simulation of a submesoscale frontal instability 
(from Thomas, 2007). Potential experimental 
elements are described in the text.
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Participants and the systems for which they were primarily responsible are listed in Table 2. 
 
Table 2.  Instrument Systems and Activities 
 
Platform Instrument, Sensors, and/or Activity Responsible 

Investigators 
C. Hatteras Dye Release Ledwell 
 Lagrangian Floats, CTD, Fluorometer D’Asaro 
 Drogued Drifters and T-strings Sundermeyer, Lelong 
 OSU Moving Vessel Profiler, CTD, Fluorometer Levine 
 UMass Towed Acrobat, CTD, Fluorometer Sundermeyer, Birch 
 Hull-mounted ADCP Pierce 
Endeavor EM-APEX Constellation, CTD, u, v Sanford, Lien, Dunlap 
 U.Vic. Moving Vessel Profiler, CTD, Fluorometer Klymak 
 OSU Gliders Shearman 
Oceanus Triaxus Towed CTD, Fluorometer, ADCP Lee 
 T-REMUS, CTD, ADCP, Microstructure Goodman 
 Gateway Buoy, T-string Goodman 
 Hammerhead towed CTD/Microstructure Kunze 
All 3 ships Ship ADCP Pierce 
All 3 ships Ship ADCP/Towed CTD synthesis Shcherbina 
 SVP Drifters Lelong, Ozgokmen 
P3-Orion LIDAR Concannon, Terray 
APL-UW INFLO data system Harcourt 
 Shipboard data systems Sellers, Stolp 
 
 
Data Organization 
 
The data from the experiment are organized in /LatMix2011 mostly by instrument system.  There 
is a directory for each system listed in Table 2, whose names should be explanatory.  In addition, 
there is a directory for each ship, which holds underway data, Ship ADCP data, an Event Log, 
and other information specific to that ship.  Event Logs also are copied in a directory of their 
own called /EventLogs.  (The leading part of the path name, /latmix/files/LatMix2011 will be 
omitted in naming directories; it is always implicit unless otherwise specified).  There is also a 
directory called /INFLO, which holds the satellite data and model output germane to the 
experiment.  (There is another /INFLO at the same level as /LatMix2011 which holds all the 
satellite and model data for LatMix, regardless of time period.)  The directory /COMM holds 
data that were shared as the experiment progressed.  /COMM is organized by day, and browsing 
through it gives an excellent review of the experiment, at least for those involved in the 
experiment.  The files in /COMM in many cases illustrate the information that can be obtained 
from the directories for individual systems.  An attempt is made in the following narrative to 
provide a guide to the data in the various directories.   
 

Medium scale sampling
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Large scale sampling
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AVHRR SST 4 June 11

Rhodamine dye 
patch evolution

COM path



Dye vs Drifter Diffusivity

‣ Analysis of dye spreading by D. Birch and M. 
Sundermeyer implies lateral diffusivity           
of	


‣ J. Early:  Drifters released with dye provide an 
alternate means to compute lateral diffusivity;  
find	


‣ What is causing the observed diffusivity?	


‣ Why are the dye and drifters so different?
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Drogued drifters to track dye 28
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Density from gliders 29
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Particles on random walk with constant diffusivity 30
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Drifter trajectories in COM coordinates 31

Observed 2nd moment

Isotropic model,  = 0.57± 0.13 m2/s



Strain-Diffusivi

‣ Isotropic diffusivity is not a good model.	


‣ The drifters are clearly being stretched by a strain field.	


‣ Need a model to account for strain and diffusivity.
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Strain-Diffusivity Model 33

Strain   , angle   , diffusivity   ,  are parameters 
to find by minimizing an error function.

� 

Model for tracer               , 
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Drifter trajectories in COM coordinates 34

Observed 2nd moment

Strain-diffusivity  model,
 = 0.20± 0.04 m2/s,� = 3.4 · 10�6 s�1, ✓ = �32�



Drifter trajectories with strain removed 35

Observed 2nd moment

Isotropic model,  = 0.23± 0.06 m2/s
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Power spectrum of the Rhodamine drifters at LatMix Site 1, 2011 in unstrained, center of mass coordinates (bandwidth=3)

Velocity spectra from unstrained, COM drifter tracks 36

diffusivity
anticyclonic motions

Velocity spectrum looks like internal waves.	

Single particle diffusivity estimates also give  = 0.2 m2/s



Null hypothesis test

‣ Below scale of eddy, IWs are only motion observed	


‣ Dye spreads on isopycnal, drifters spread at constant depth, 
with average velocity over 6m length of drogue	


‣ Advect particles with GM spectrum of waves, with energy 
matched to observations:	


‣ Dye-like particles:  isopycnal following and diffusive, subject 
to shear dispersion.	


‣ Dye-like non-diffusive particles:  isopycnal following, but 
not subject to shear dispersion.	


‣ Drifter-like particles:  fixed z, averaged over depth.
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Drifter-Like Particles 38

Observed 2nd moment

Isotropic model, = 0.26± 0.08 m2/s

GM linear wave model	

set to match observed	

energy levels of dye release 	

region.	

!
More particles than were 	

released in experiment.



Dye-Like Particles 39

Observed 2nd moment

Isotropic model,  = 1.8± 0.2 m2/s

‣ Much higher diffusivity 
than for drifter-like 
particles (Dewar 1980 
predicted similar result!)	


‣ Diffusive & non-diffusive 
(not shown) cases 
indistinguishable => shear 
dispersion negligible (Birch 
& Sundermeyer, too)



Stokes drift from internal waves?

‣ Stokes drift	


‣ For 3D transverse plane wave, 	


‣ But with modal solutions,                                  
consistent with boundary and polarization conditions, 
Stokes drift does not vanish…	


‣ Effect greatly exaggerated by non-constant N2!	


‣ [and even 3D plane waves yield drift for drifters on 
constant-z surfaces (Dewar 1980)]
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Stokes drift for observed stratification 41
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GEM! Thanks	

to B. Young for 	

pointing this out



Conclusions - Part 2

‣ Drifters consistently show a much lower diffusivity than 
the dye release.	


‣ The difference may be explained by their different 
transport mechanisms.	


‣ Shear dispersion does not appear to be significant.	


‣ Stokes drift may account for the observed diffusivity.
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